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I. Introduction

Since human history, scientists have made great efforts to understand how the universe was formed and a human being started to exist. Their opinion concerning this fundamental problem sounds specious to people who have no in-depth science knowledge.

Normal persons and theologians who have no science knowledge cannot rebut scientists' assertion scientifically. Thus, it has been an uncompromising issue between scientists and theologians.

But what if Creator God (who created the universe) directly gets involved in this important matter and gives an exact explanation concerning this matter?

If you want to operate the whole universe, you need a perfect knowledge concerning its mechanism which is logically perfect. Creator God's knowledge is perfect and logical whereas human knowledge is incomplete and also logically incomplete. Creator God can explain complex issues to human beings with ease because He has such infinite ability.

Thus, in case where scientists hear Creator God's Words concerning the operation of the universe, they can clearly understand these Words because they have enough knowledge to understand God's Words more than normal persons.

Once they clearly understood the operation principle of the universe, they would not spend a lot of money and time on the unnecessary study, e.g., "hunt for life on other worlds".

The best way to distinguish "falsehood" from "truth" is to directly compare two things each other. It is a very easy process. It cannot be controversial. Therefore, I introduce the Words of Creator God concerning the operation of the universe for the purpose of comparison.

Scientists think that there would be life on other planets. But Creator God said that living organisms exist only on the earth. It is not difficult to distinguish falsehood from truth. Readers can easily understand that God's Words are true and scientists are misleading people with their superficial knowledge.

For mankind, scientists should invest a lot of time in protecting our planet (earth) from global warming rather than trying to seek out life on other planets.

Chapter II introduces scientists' efforts to seek out life on other worlds and Chapter III introduces Creator God's Words relating to this issue for the purpose of comparison.

II. Hunt for Life on Other Worlds

In the hunt for life on other worlds, astronomers scour over planets that are light-years away. They need ways to identify life from afar -- but what counts as good evidence?

Our own planet provides some inspiration. Microbes fill the air with methane; photosynthesizing plants expel oxygen. Perhaps these gases might be found wherever life has taken hold. But on worlds very different from our own, putative signs of life can be stirred up by non-biological processes. To know a true sign when you see it, astronomer Kevin France at the University of Colorado, Boulder, says, you must look beyond the planet itself, all the way to the gleaming star it orbits.

1 https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2019/08/190802122713.htm
To this end, France and his team designed the SISTINE mission. Flying on a sounding rocket for a 15-minute flight, it will observe far-off stars to help interpret signs of life on the planets that orbit them. The mission will launch from the White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico in the early morning hours of Aug. 5, 2019.

When Earth Is a Bad Example

Shortly after Earth formed 4.6 billion years ago, it was enveloped by a noxious atmosphere. Volcanoes spewed methane and sulfur. The air teemed with up to 200 times more carbon dioxide than today's levels.

It wasn't for another billion and a half years that molecular oxygen, which contains two oxygen atoms, entered the scene. It was a waste product, discarded by ancient bacteria through photosynthesis. But it kick-started what became known as the Great Oxidation Event, permanently changing Earth's atmosphere and paving the way for more complex life forms.

"We would not have large amounts of oxygen in our atmosphere if we didn't have that surface life," France said.

Oxygen is known as a biomarker: a chemical compound associated with life. Its presence in Earth's atmosphere hints at the life forms lurking below. But as sophisticated computer models have now shown, biomarkers on Earth aren't always so trustworthy for exoplanets, or planets orbiting stars elsewhere in the universe.

France points to M-dwarf stars to make this case. Smaller and colder than our Sun, M-dwarfs account for nearly three-quarters of the Milky Way's stellar population. To understand exoplanets that orbit them, scientists simulated Earth-sized planets circling M-dwarfs. Differences from Earth quickly emerged.

M-dwarfs generate intense ultraviolet light. When that light struck the simulated Earth-like planet, it ripped the carbon from carbon dioxide, leaving behind free molecular oxygen. UV light also broke up molecules of water vapor, releasing single oxygen atoms. The atmospheres created oxygen -- but without life.

"We call these false-positive biomarkers," France said. "You can produce oxygen on an Earth-like planet through photochemistry alone."

Earth's low oxygen levels without life were a kind of fluke -- thanks, in part, to our interaction with our Sun. Exoplanet systems with different stars might be different. "If we think we understand a planet's atmosphere but don't understand the star it orbits, we're probably going to get things wrong," France said.

To Know a Planet, Study its Star

France and his team designed SISTINE to better understand host stars and their effects on exoplanet atmospheres. Short for Suborbital Imaging Spectrograph for Transition region Irradiance from Nearby Exoplanet host stars, SISTINE measures the high-energy radiation from these stars. With knowledge about host stars' spectra, scientists can better distinguish true biomarkers from false-positives on their orbiting planets.

To make these measurements, SISTINE uses a spectrograph, an instrument that separates light into its component parts.

"Spectra are like fingerprints," said Jane Rigby, an astrophysicist at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, who uses the methodology. "It's how we find out what things are made of, both on our planet and as we look out into the universe."
SISTINE measures spectra in wavelengths from 100 to 160 nanometers, a range of far-UV light that, among other things, can create oxygen, possibly generating a false-positive. Light output in this range varies with the mass of the star -- meaning stars of different masses will almost surely differ from our Sun.

SISTINE can also measure flares, or bright stellar explosions, which release intense doses of far-UV light all at once. Frequent flares could turn a habitable environment into a lethal one.

The SISTINE mission will fly on a Black Brant IX sounding rocket. Sounding rockets make short, targeted flights into space before falling back to Earth; SISTINE's flight gives it about five minutes observing time. Though brief, SISTINE can see stars in wavelengths inaccessible to observatories like the Hubble Space Telescope.

Two launches are scheduled. The first, from White Sands in August, will calibrate the instrument. SISTINE will fly 174 miles above Earth's surface to observe NGC 6826, a cloud of gas surrounding a white dwarf star located about 2,000 light-years away in the constellation Cygnus. NGC 6826 is bright in UV light and shows sharp spectral lines -- a clear target for checking their equipment.

After calibration, the second launch will follow in 2020 from the Arnhem Space Centre in Nhulunbuy, Australia. There they will observe the UV spectra of Alpha Centauri A and B, the two largest stars in the three-star Alpha Centauri system. At 4.37 light-years away, these stars are our closest stellar neighbors and prime targets for exoplanet observations. (The system is home to Proxima Centauri B, the closest exoplanet to Earth.)

Testing New Tech

Both SISTINE's observations and the technology used to acquire them are designed with future missions in mind.

One is NASA's James Webb Space Telescope, currently set to launch in 2021. The deep space observatory will see visible to mid-infrared light -- useful for detecting exoplanets orbiting M-dwarfs. SISTINE observations can help scientists understand the light from these stars in wavelengths that Webb can't see.

SISTINE also carries novel UV detector plates and new optical coatings on its mirrors, designed to help them better reflect rather than absorb extreme UV light. Flying this technology on SISTINE helps test them for NASA's future large UV/optical space telescopes.

By capturing stellar spectra and advancing technology for future missions, SISTINE links what we know with what we've yet to learn. That's when the real work starts. "Our job as astronomers is to piece those different data sets together to tell a complete story," Rigby said.

Story Source:

Materials provided by NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center. Note: Content may be edited for style and length.
III. Creator God’s Words concerning the Operation of the Universe

The following are the Words of God (from 1982 to 1987) concerning the creation of the universe (including the earth) and its operation. God’s oral Words were changed in a literary style. Since the human history, any human being could not imagine or tell this secret.

1. The Earth is a Center of the Universe

The earth on which human beings live is a 100% center of the universe. There are big stars which are bigger 50 million times than the earth within the universe, and also big stars in the galaxy which are bigger one million to 50 million times than the earth. These stars all shine of themselves. The reason why all stars shine of themselves is because God is now heating them. The galaxy was created by God as accessory of a human being in order to symbolize the silver sea of the Heaven where saved persons will live. As a star is an accessory of a human being, a star which is bigger 50 million times than the earth becomes an accessory of a person who is born in a higher level. Thus, when he dies, its meteor falls on the surface of the earth. Before he dies, that star continues to fall toward the earth.

If we classify the stars of the universe per their size by a magnification of “two (2) is multiplied one billion times”\(^3\), the earth comes under the lowest level. Although the moon is smaller than the earth, most of stars are bigger than the earth. The reason why the lowest level of the earth is located at the exact center of the universe is that the earth is a headquarters of the whole universe where God resides. The earth is a center of the universe without even 1 mm of error.

There are endless many stars and they shine of themselves. But there are no living things in any star except the earth. Although a star which is bigger 50 million times than the earth was made for a human being, there is no living thing. It is just an accessory of the earth where God resides. If it is not just an accessory of the earth, there should be living things.

2. A Star is an Accessory of a Human Being

All human beings were created to have his/her star respectively. God did so. In the past people used to calculate stars in the sky saying "Star one me one, star two me two, star three me three." They did so because they have their own star respectively.

---

\(^2\) “The Start and End of a Human Beings (PDF File)” (pp.103–123) includes the words of Creator God concerning the operation of the universe including the earth: see https://works.bepress.com/sung_soo_han/84/ for the PDF file.

\(^3\) 2\(^{10}\) = 1\(^{12}\)
When God created the universe, God made stars for all human beings who are to be born for 3 trillion years and these stars are still falling toward the earth. However, as the locations of all stars are different, each star's distance from the earth is different and its speed is also different. But if a conspicuous figure dies, the meteor of his/her star falls on the surface of the earth. If he is not a conspicuous figure, his star disappears while it is falling toward the earth. If the meteors of all human beings fall on the surface of the earth, the meteors can hit and kill human beings and animals on the earth. Therefore God created so.

In the age of Three Kingdoms in China, there were three persons who knew God. God gave these three person wisdom and make them understand this principle. These three person made lots of efforts for study and underwent lots of hardship to look for God. Thus God responded to their efforts. At that time, they said "Alas! Liu Bei's star falled. Liu Bei died". God taught it to them. They said so knowing such principle. God calculated it before the creation so that Liu Bei dies as soon as his star falls on the surface of the earth. That is, God calculated the speed of a star and the time of death so that the time when the star falls on the surface of the earth is exactly the same as the time when he dies.

The stars of all living human beings are now falling toward the earth. Although the stars of trivial human beings disappear while they are falling toward the earth, God created a human being and his star so that he dies at the time when his star will actually fall on the surface of the earth if the star does not disappear halfway. All human beings' stars are falling toward the earth for 3 trillion years after the creation of the universe. Because everything including temperature within the universe's space is different, falling speed is all different. God created human beings and stars considering such all variables so that the timing of falling is exactly the same as that of death.

3. Speed of Light

There is a difference between God and scientists concerning the speed of light. Scientists' assertion concerning the speed of light is ridiculous. There are numberless kinds of lights and the speed which each light has becomes its speed of light. That is, the speed of light made by a candle light becomes its speed and the speed of light made by the sun becomes its speed. One candela is different from ten candelas in terms of strength, and thus it is logically very natural to say that the strength of one
candela is different from that of ten candelas. However, scientists argue that the speeds of all lights are the same without establishing any criteria concerning the strength of light. Thus, their argumentation that all kinds of lights circulate around the earth 7.5 times per second is wrong.

A candle's light is too slow and weak. So people cannot see it from a long distance. If you hit a candle, you cannot ascertain its light at the distance of 4 km. However, if you hit one hundred thousand candles, their strength of light increases and thus you can see it from a long distance.

The speed of two candels is faster than that of one candela. And the speed of three candels is faster than that of two candels. It is not easy to measure the difference of brightness and speed between one candela and two candels in the air by the scientific equipment made by a human being. Easily speaking, if you think that 10 candels is faster 10 times than 1 candela and 0.1 billion candels is faster 0.1 billion times than 1 candela, you can easily understand the difference of speed of light. That is, if you can exactly measure the speed of light from one candela to 0.1 billion candela, there are 0.1 billion kinds of lights and their respective speed is different from each other.

God can distinguish the difference between one candela and two candela minutely in 0.1 billion kinds. Human beings cannot do so but God can do it. Because God distinguishes the difference between one candela and two candela in 0.1 billion kinds, God can also distinguish the difference between one candela and 0.1 billion candela in "0.1 billion x 0.1 billion" ways. Accordingly, scientists' argumentation that all lights circulate around the earth 7.5 times per second without distinguishing the strength and speed of each light is nonsense.

A human being cannot measure the diameter of this enormous universe exceeding his/her imaginative power. What a human being does is a human science and what God does is a true theology exceeding a human science.

The speed of sunshine is faster in an infinite multiple than the speed of light which can circulate around the earth 7.5 times per second. God created many stars whose light speed is faster in an infinite multiple than the sun within the universe. The universe was created 3 trillion years ago but there are stars whose light speed is faster than sunshine but whose light does not reach the earth yet. The reason why scientists discover a new star in the universe is due to this principle.

If human beings understand a method to correctly measure the speed of light, they can invent many things. But as God covered their brains, they don't understand although the principle is simple.
Human beings cannot know that light circulates around the earth 7.5 times per second with how many candelas. The reason is as follows: if certain light circulates around the earth 7.5 times for one second, you should connect eight earths flatways, that is, in a straight line without any obstacle in order to exactly measure its speed, and set up a special telescope to directly observe the whole distance and the move of light at your eyes.

However, a human being has no such telescope. You should be able to directly see the whole process at your eyes. You also need a watch which can measure one-millionth of one second. The move of elements and gravitation affect a watch and thus exact measuring is impossible. Then you can think that if you use a radio signal by a switch, you can measure it. But because you cannot exactly measure the speed of a radio signal, the exact measuring is impossible likewise. That is, as you cannot measure the shooting of light exactly, you cannot make an exact measuring. You cannot resolve this problem with current human brains.

4. Size of the Universe Exceeding Imaginative Power of a Human Being

As I explained in the speed of light, sunshine goes a very long distance for one second to the extent that a human being cannot imagine. If you think about the speed of a star which was created 3 trillion years ago and whose light reaches the earth just now in the faster speed than the speed of multiplying the speed of sunshine as a magnification of “two (2) is multiplied 144 trillion times”, you can understand how long the distance between the earth and the star is.

Then, there are stars whose light speed is faster than the speed multiplied as the above magnification once again but whose lights do not reach the earth yet. Therefore, the size of the universe with the earth in its center is almost infinite in human words.

The universe of the Paradise cannot be compared to that of the earth in terms of magnification. Likewise, the universe of the Second Heaven cannot be compared to that of the Paradise and then the universe of the Third Heaven cannot be compared to that of the Second Heaven. You cannot express the magnification in your words and thus it is endless like eternity. Although the universe of the Third Heaven is endless like eternity, God can still widen it as much as He likes.

For your easy understanding, let's assume that the universe of the earth is the size of a piece of millet. The universe of the Paradise is broader than that of the earth as much as the magnification of the size of a piece of millet by the size of the universe of the earth. Likewise if the universe of the Paradise were a size of a piece of millet, the universe of the Third Heaven is broader than that of the Paradise
in a much more infinite magnification than the magnification of the size of a piece of millet by the size of the universe of the Paradise.

5. God's Speed and Devil's Speed

Devils can make a round-trip of the radius of the universe (with the earth at its center) 52 times per second. Thus a devil’s speed is much faster than scientists’ speed of light to the extent of exceeding their imaginative power. God’s speed is much faster than a devil’s speed to the extent whose magnification could not be explained. If we metaphorically speak that the speed of a devil is that of a slowpoke, God’s speed is like the magnification of the 52 times universe radius round-trip speed over a slowpoke’s speed. Thus, a human being cannot know how many times God can circulate around the earth per second.

6. Adjustment of Star Temperature

In the universe, there are endless stars whose size is larger couple of million times than the earth and which shine of themselves. These stars emit their shine of themselves as God is playing a role of a fireman in every star. Stars which are larger 50 million times than the earth shine like the sun as God causes a nuclear reaction in them. The methods which God heats stars including the explosion of elements are endless. As God’s Spirits are within a square 1mm of every star of the universe including the sun as well as the earth and heat them, this universe is maintained.

Elements which a human being discovered are not what he invented but just what God created. A human being just discovered it. There are now several nuclei separated from uranium and zirconium, etc. However, the kinds of nuclei within the earth are numberless but a human being does not know it.

People say that in case where human nuclear weapons explode, the earth becomes a ball of fire. However, such explosive power is just nothing compared to the explosive power which God uses. Even if human beings mobilize their all nuclei, they cannot heat the sun even for one 0.1 billionth of one second.

A third of all stars in the universe emit shine of themselves. If God does not adjust the temperature of a star even for one second, the temperature of a star causes an error and as a result moves irregularly. In that case, all stars collide with each other and the whole heavenly body becomes a ball of fire.

All stars in the universe have a fire therein. Although they consist of just a rock like a bone, they have
a fire therein as God is heating them. As all stars are now moving, if their temperature determined by God causes an error, they collide with each other resulting in their destruction. The earth did not deviate even one 10 thousandth of 1 mm from its original track for 3 trillion years.

However, human beings say that stars move so by themselves as they don’t know the principle. There is nothing which moves so by itself in the world. Because every human being does not know it, even if anybody argues so, they don’t rebut each other. The enormous explosive power is needed to heat stars. Thus, to argue it is natural does not make sense.

7. **Adjustment of the Sun Temperature**

To say that the surface temperature of the sun is 6,000°C is quite wrong. Let’s assume that a furnace which emits the heat of 6,000°C is at the distance of 40km. When it is cold a little, a person who is at the distance of 40km cannot feel the heat of the furnace. When it blows and it is 20°C below zero, there is nothing more to say. If you want to go to the sun, you must get through the space of the universe whose temperature is 100°C below zero. Then, if the surface temperature of the sun is just 6,000°C, can the heat of the sun reach the earth passing through the space of the universe? Absolutely it cannot.

The hottest part of an electronic furnace emits the heat of 1,800°C and the molten iron of 1,450 to 1,479°C comes out of the furnace. Although its hottest part emits the heat of 1,800°C, you can feel cold if it is 20°C below zero and you are at the distance of 5m from the furnace.

But scientists say that the surface temperature of the sun is 6,000°C and human beings can feel warmth by the heat which arrives at the earth passing through the space of the universe which is 100°C below zero. Thus it is clear that their argumentation is quite wrong. Even if the sun is at the distance of 4 km and emits the heat of 6,000°C there, if there is a 4 km space of 30°C below zero, the heat cannot get through 4 km of space. However big the object may be, if the cold air current continues to flow between 4 km distance, the heat of 6,000°C cannot get through the 4 km space.

There are spaces in the atmosphere CO2 layer whose temperature exceeds 140°C below zero. Thus, if the surface temperature of the sun is 6,000°C, it can never reach the surface of the earth. Because the air current of the sky of the Arctic is cold as much as 110°C to 120°C below zero although the sun

---

6 Currently scientists say that the surface temperature of the sun is approximately 5,500 degrees centigrade and the center temperature is 15,000,000 degree centigrade. (Supra note 18, at p.94) A certain scientist says that it is 6,000 degrees centigrade. (Supra note 19, at p.100)
heats it for 365 days, if the sun loses its shine, the temperature of the earth becomes 2,000°C to 3,000°C below zero.

The cold air current of the sky of the Artic is very cold and there are many layers whose temperature exceeds 140°C below zero between the earth and the sun. Thus, if the surface temperature of the sun does not exceed one trillion degrees centigrade, it cannot reach the surface of the earth passing through many cold air current layers.

The temperature of the sun exceeds one trillion degrees centigrade. Thus, the frame of the sun must consist of materials which are not melted by the heat of one trillion degrees. Otherwise it cannot maintain its frame. If that is the case, what is the material which is not melted by the heat of one trillion degrees? Although all human beings who were born for 3 trillion years put together their knowledge, they could not give an answer to this question.

8. Adjustment of the Earth Temperature

The normal body temperature of a human being is up to 37.2°C. Just as cars need gasoline for its operation, a human being needs carbohydrates for his life. As a human being eats carbohydrates, his body is being heated and his body temperature is maintained.

That is to say, God is heating the body of a human being for him/her to survive. If God does not heat a human being's body, he/she dies. Thus the corpse of a dead person gets cold. However, a human being does not know in detail how God heats his/her blood and sends it to his/her whole body in order to maintain its temperature.

Just as the heated blood circulates the whole body of a human being in order to maintain his/her body temperature, God heats the earth for living things to survive. God must heat the inside of the earth with a difference of degree in each internal location so that its surface temperature can be maintained in a fixed degree. As the kinds of heating are numberless, a human being cannot distinguish it.

The kind of the temperature and flow of the cold and warm water on the earth is enormously various. God uses more than 1 billion kinds of means in order to maintain the temperature of the earth. But human beings don't recognize it. They think that grain grows up naturally. They don't know that the endless Spirits of God are now playing a role of a fireman inside and outside the earth in order to adjust its temperature.
The difference of temperature of each part of the whole earth is endless. The methods of moving cold water in order to cool each part of the earth is also endless. Although the cooling water adjusts the temperature of the earth, it just plays a very small role of one 1 billionth degree. If the fireball inside the earth spouts, the earth immediately becomes a sea of fire. Thus Creator God is heating the earth by freely controlling these dangerous factors.

There are rocks whose thickness is 1 meter inside the earth. Although their thickness is just one meter, the internal temperature of the earth does not get through them however you may heat. The kinds of structure of a rock amount to couple of hundred millions. There are very minute materials just as a minute particle is divided one thousand times, and the temperature in which the heat inside the earth can get through them is all different per their size.

Accordingly, in order to adjust the surface temperature of the earth in a fixed degree, God must calculate the level of heat conduction of all materials which are scattered from the inside to the surface of the earth.

Ignorant human beings say that the temperature of the earth is maintained by the heat of the sun and it makes grain grows up. In the past, baggers often dug the ground (i.e., 3 meters) in winter and resided there. Because they had no blankets, they used to cover their body with a straw cover. But they felt warmth and didn't die frozen. Why? Does the warm heat come from the sun or inside the earth? It comes from inside the earth. 7

To heat the inside of the earth and make the heat reach uniformly its surface is an enormously difficult work even to God. Although all human beings who were born for 3 trillion years put together their knowledge, they cannot help giving a sigh without resolving this matter. If God tries to make a human being understand this principle, He must explain it eternally.

All rock layers of the earth are all different in terms of their character. Although they look identically to a human being, their characters are all different. Easily speaking, regardless of whether it is a rock or soil or sand, God must calculate a necessary heat to the extent of one millionth of one square millimeter according to their character in order to maintain the temperature of the earth surface. Otherwise, it is impossible to maintain the temperature of the earth surface in a fixed degree.

---

7 Currently the deepest place which a human being can enter inside the ground is a mine shaft in South Africa whose depth is 3.6 km. Its temperature went up to 55°C. When they are drilling for oil search operation, they drill up to the depth of 7~8 km. Now the deepest drill record is 12 km. Russia did it for the study of a rock. If you drill up to 12 km, you cannot do it further as temperature and pressure are very high, (Supra Note 19, at p.36)
Even in the situation where the sun is emitting its heat, because elements' character within a narrow space of one millionth of its 1mm heating line is not the same, the degree of heating is all different according to each space.

If the distance becomes further longer, the degree of heating gets different. The temperature of a specific space cannot also be maintained identically even for one second due to the wind influence. There are endless elements in the air. Thus, when it blows, the wind makes elements move and thus space's temperature is changed.

There are numberless elements in the air of one millionth of 1 square millimeter and their character is all different. Thus, even if the same heating wind passes through each space, the temperature of heating wind of each space is all different. The temperature of cooling wind of each space is also different likewise. God calculates how the temperature of heating wind is changed within one millionth of one second and then harmonizes it with heat from inside the earth. By doing so, God adjusts the temperature of the earth surface to make plants grow up, and human beings eat them. Otherwise human beings cannot eat even one grain.

There is a mass of fire inside the earth. The mass of fire is not a form of circle or oval but looks like a cocoon. Thus, as the earth's surface is a circle, the place where the width of fire mass is broad is close to the earth's surface whereas the place where the width of fire mass is narrow is distant from the earth's surface. Under this situation, God must make a complex calculation in order to maintain the temperature of the earth surface in a fixed degree.89

Crude oil is used to adjust the temperature of the earth surface. God must cause explosion and generate heat inside the earth in order to adjust the temperature of the earth. Explosion inside the earth occurs at least 10 billion times per second. Accordingly, if God adjusts its temperature by only crude oil, He cannot help adjusting it only for a few days.

In case where God heats the inside of the earth only by crude oil, the heat cannot penetrate the earth surface of 1km thickness. Thus God is using a nucleus inside the earth which human beings cannot

---

8If we want to understand the earth well, we should observe it from various view points. Please imagine that you can penetrate the earth. Then there is a red-hot core at the center of the earth and there are blackish chunks of rock surrounding the red-hot core. These chunks of rock move little by little. These moves cause earthquake or volcano eruption. If you look at these scenes, you feel that the earth looks like an enormous living thing. (Supra Note 19, at p.2)

9There is a core which is a center of the earth 2,900km below from the mantle of the earth. A core is divided into two parts: the outer core lies between 2,900km and 5,100km, and the inner core lies between 5,100km and 6,370km. (Supra Note 19, at pp.44-45)
know. This nucleus is one which comes under a level of magnification of "two (2) is multiplied 144 trillion times" than a nucleus which human beings know.

The kinds of elements which make explosive power or fire power such as TNT and a nucleus are endless to the extent that cannot be calculated by even the Heavenly number. There are endless such elements in the universe but human beings don't know it. If the Spirit of God does not work, these dangerous elements collide with each other and as a result the whole universe including the earth is destroyed. Accordingly, that God makes a judgment with fire at the time of the Last Judgment means that God makes a sea of fire by making such explosive elements collide with each other. God does not use TNT or nuclear bombs made by human beings. Only Creator God knows it.

A seismometer recognizes vibration which a human being cannot feel. If the needle of a seismometer moves, it recognizes a one hundred thousandth of what a human being can feel. However, even minute vibration which only a seismometer can recognize requires an enormous explosion inside the earth. As God knows the character of all elements, He is causing explosions inside the earth by making these elements collide with each other. In order to adjust the temperature of the earth surface, God must consider the location of explosion, the distance from the earth surface, and the character of earth component.

A certain location needs the heating of thirty thousand times and the other location needs just the heating of one thirty thousandth so that the heat reaches the surface of the earth. Accordingly, if God heats two locations identically, one location becomes 1°C and the other location becomes 30,000°C. As a result, human beings on that location are all melted away. Thus, it is necessary to cause explosion harmoniously.

God adjusts the temperature of the earth surface by using a little weak elements in case where the heat is deficient a little, but does so by using crude oil in case where the heat is deficient a very much little.

If there is only a nucleus which causes explosion and fire power inside the earth, it is impossible to adjust the temperature of the earth in detail. Accordingly, the Spirits of God calculate all things in terms of thermodynamics and minutely adjusts the temperature of the earth by using all kind of elements and crude oil.

Human beings merely discovered approximately 100 kinds of elements whereas the kind of nucleus which God created exceeds 10 million. The sun is being heated by a permanent nucleus. As a
permanent nucleus does not become ashes, it is possible to heat eternally. Likewise the inside of the earth is being heated by a permanent nucleus.

God studied both dynamics and mathematics a lot. The uniform heating is all done by the calculation of power through thermodynamics. God can destroy devils because He can calculate the power of devils.

Even if there is a difference of one degree heat, the internal structure of the earth is greatly changed. As the move of an element is faster than that of a devil, God must calculate even a very minute heat (i.e., a one hundred millionth of one degree) which affects the move of elements of the earth structure. Thus, adjustment of temperature of the earth is very difficult. Human beings cannot understand it.

9. Extraction of Crude Oil Which Shortens the Life of the Earth

God created crude oil in order to adjust the temperature of the earth. It was not created for human beings to extract and use. Although the size of the earth is much larger to the extent that cannot be compared to that of a human being, there are cases where God must adjust the temperature of the earth in more detail than the body temperature of a human being.

If you assume that the kinds of roots of plants are 100, you must adjust the temperature and the humidity according to the thickness of roots for them to survive. Thus, God minutely adjusts the temperature of the earth by using crude oil when He does it.

If the heat of the sun is too strong on the surface of the earth, God must adjust the temperature and the humidity by adjusting the heat coming up from the inside of the earth for plants to survive. As a certain part of a plant root is more sensitive than a human body, it is necessary to minutely adjust its temperature. Thus, in case where human beings extract and use crude oil which should be used for such adjustment of temperature, it becomes difficult to heat the earth by using crude oil and as a result the life of the earth is shortened.

The underground crude oil is connected in all directions for heating like a blood vessel of a human being. Thus, in case where human beings extract to use it, heat cannot reach the certain areas of the earth surface.

Certain oars whose fragments drop like a fluorspar contain lots of oxygen and catch fire when they brush each other. Although crude oil does not suddenly explode, if a fire is put on it, it easily catches
fire. And if a fire touches crude oil, its whole concentration is changed. The place which contains a lot of gasoline easily catches fire but does not immediately explode. If a fire continues to spread, surrounding rocks are heated and as a result a fire spreads further, and then explosions occur. Anyway, the problem is that the whole world is now extracting crude oil at random against its original purpose.

If explosion occurs, although crude oil in the place of explosion is exhausted, crude oil of an adjacent place flows into the place of explosion through cracks made by explosion. Because God calculates the amount of flowing crude oil and the level of cracking, it becomes possible to maintain the temperature of the earth surface in a fixed way. But it requires a very difficult calculation and is difficult as much as calculating the number of devils.

If the rock layer of an exploding place is melted, it is necessary to calculate how much oxygen and firepower it emits. As the calculation is very complex, the Spirits of God enter into that place and plays a role of a fireman.

Once synthetic textiles were invented, scientists have made great efforts on its study by mobilizing their brains. From the 1950s, conglomerates started to focus on petro-chemistry to earn money and have extracted lots of crude oil resulting in shortening the life of the earth. Human beings don’t know that the life of the earth is shortened and they all freeze to death if they continue to extract crude oil. They are now going in an opposite direction.

One of bad conditions which God judges the earth is to make the whole earth like the Arctic. The underground crude oil is not energy for human beings to use but for extending the life of the earth. But they are extracting it for their use and the life of the earth is being shortened. Accordingly the whole world must take a swift measure as God directed if they want to extend the life of the earth one year or ten years or whatever year.

If the whole earth is changed like a glacier, its temperature becomes 100°C below zero. In that case, all mankind freezes to death. Likewise other animals and plants also die. If the temperature falls into 100°C below zero, people cannot cook rice because the cold deters the heat whatever hot heat they may use. Thus, if mankind wants to survive further, it is urgent to take a prompt measure lest the earth freezes. It is much more urgent than fighting with enemies.
10. Mysterious Gravitation of the Earth

In order to easily explain scientists’ explanation, let’s assume that there is a dust on a tennis ball. If you spin the tennis ball 3 times for one second by using a spinning machine and the dust does not fall from the tennis ball, scientists assert that the dust does not fall from the tennis ball due to the universal gravitation. But such assertion is quite wrong.

If you compare the ratio of 'a tennis ball to a dust' with the ratio of 'the earth to a human being', the ratio of the letter would be much bigger as the size of the earth is enormous. Under this situation, if a dust on a tennis ball does not fall from the ball due to the gravitation of the ball, it comes to a conclusion that the gravitation of the earth is enormously strong compared to that of the ball as the size of the earth is bigger than a tennis ball to the incomparable extent. If that is the case, all living human beings strongly stick to the surface of the earth and cannot move at all. But all human beings walk and run freely on the surface of the earth without being influenced by the gravitation. Thus, scientists' assertion is absurd.

The gravitation of each element is all different. If temperature is changed, elements also move. Thus, God must calculate the power of gravitation between all elements in order to maintain the balance of the whole earth. It is more difficult than calculating the temperature of the earth for living things to survive. There are more than 0.1 billion kinds of gravitation including strong gravitation, zero gravitation and minus gravitation in the rock layer of the earth, and thus the gravitation of one square meter of each place is different from each other. If gravitation becomes strong, sitting persons cannot stand up and lying persons cannot raise their head. Also they cannot move their arms and even fingers. The location where elements of strong gravitation converge has a stronger gravitation up to one hundred thousand times.

For your understanding, let’s assume that a person can listen to a sermon, go to restroom and get on bus when the gravitation is "1" unit. Thus, if a thing or a person is on the location whose gravitation is stronger one hundred thousand times, all things including a bus, a train, an airplane, a tank stick to

---

10 Scientists explain the gravitation of the earth as follows: If we assume that the size of gravitation which two particles affect is “F”, \[ F = \frac{m_1 \times m_2 \times G}{R^2} \]. “m1” and “m2” are a mass of a particle, and R is a distance between two particles. G, gravitation constant, relies upon a mass, a distance, and a unit of power. G’s value is \( 6.67259 \times 10^{-11} \text{ N·m}^2\text{·kg}^{-2} \). As G’s value is very small, the gravitation can be felt only in case where the mass is very big. For example, if we assume that m1 is the earth’s mass, m2 is a specific object’s mass and R is the earth’s radius, F becomes a universal gravitation between the earth and the specific object. Newton explained the universal gravitation first time. He thought that regardless of the distance, universal gravitation works between all objects. But he didn’t explain why the universal gravitation comes into being.
that location and cannot move. If people go there to save them, they will also stick to that location and die. Therefore, God adjusts all gravitations of the universe for human beings to survive. It’s God’s secret.

The rotation velocity of the earth is 1666.66km per hour and thus 462m per second. The orbital velocity of the earth is 29km per second. Thus, the moving speed of the earth is faster than a Concorde airplane. If you think about it in your human knowledge, all human beings must fall apart endless from the earth due to the fast circulation speed. Nevertheless the reason why human beings can sit and work freely is because the layer of air and gas is covering them in line with the moving of the earth. If the rotation of the earth makes the layer of air go cross that of gas (ozone), the layer of gas becomes a mass of fire.\(^{11}\) Even if the layer of gas does not become a mass of fire, where a

---

\(^{11}\)By studying deep-ice core samples and fossilized tree resin – the amber that inspired Jurassic Park – scientists have discovered that the atmosphere has been that way it is for the last hundred million years or so, apart from some relatively slight changes that may account for Ice Ages and dinosaur extinctions. Composed of about 78 percent nitrogen, 20 percent oxygen, with a bit of argon and carbon dioxide, and traces of hydrogen, neon, helium, krypton, xenon, methane, and ozone, the Earth’s atmosphere is a remarkable combination that has allowed life to flourish. If we didn’t mess with it, that atmosphere might presumably remain as it is for a few million years more. That is, unless we continue to fool with Mother Nature. In the view of a growing number of scientists, all of the gases released from burning fossil fuels and cutting down forests during the past two hundred – odd years since the Industrial Revolution began to threaten that balance. There is a real fear of the havoc being wreaked upon the tender tissue that surrounds us and allows life on Earth to go on, protecting us from the cold, airless eternity of the universe. It comes in layers, five of them: troposphere, stratosphere, mesosphere, thermosphere, and exosphere. Starting from Earth’s surface and working out, the closest layer is the one in which we live, the troposphere; it is the only layer in which humans can survive without protection. Warmed by the Sun, whose heat is stored in the ground and water, the troposphere reaches up to an average of about 7.5 miles (11 kilometers) above Earth’s surface. (The troposphere is slightly thicker at the equator and thinner at the poles.) As you rise through the troposphere, the temperature falls, cooling at a rate of about 1°F for every 3,000 feet (900 meters). As you climb through this lower portion of the atmosphere, the level of oxygen also decreases, and there is a marked increase in ultraviolet (UV) radiation. This is why high-altitude climbers must carry oxygen tanks and plenty of suntan lotion. As the popular song recently put it, “Trust me on the sunblock.” The second layer of atmosphere is the stratosphere, which begins about 6 miles (10 kilometers) above Earth’s surface in the polar regions and about 10 miles (16 kilometers) near the equator. The air is noticeably thinner and, as we climb higher, it starts getting hotter, as the exposure to the full force of the Sun increases. The nearly cloudless and very dry stratosphere, filled with fast jet streams, is where pilots like to cruise, and airplanes make the best time. It is also in the stratosphere that the much-discussed ozone layer is found, a bond of gas that is not breathable but is still crucial to life on Earth. A form of oxygen, ozone provides the lifesaving screen that blocks out much of the harmful ultraviolet (UV) light from the sun, UV radiation that would endanger life on Earth if it reached the Earth’s surface in greater quantities. The detection of a hole in the ozone layer about a decade ago raised extreme worries about the increasing amounts of UV radiation penetrating tot the Earth’s surface. One immediate result: an increasing number of skin cancers. The third layer, beginning at an altitude of about 30 miles (48 kilometers) and extending to about 50 miles (80 kilometers), is the mesosphere, and it continues to about 55 miles (85 kilometers) above the Earth. While the atmosphere is far too thin to breathe here, it is still an important part of Earth’s life-support system. The mesosphere acts as Earth’s “force field”, a shield against space debris. Dust from comet tails and meteoroids approaching the Earth burn up in the mesosphere. These bits of space debris, as much as 50,000 tons of it annually, speed along at 44,000 miles (71,000 kilometers) per second, are heated by friction, and rendered harmless, scorched into cinders. (A few bits of this speeding space litter do manage to find their way through the mesosphere and down to terra firma. More about that later in this section.) At an altitude of about 53 miles (85 kilometers), the thermosphere begins and continues about 300 miles (480 kilometers) into space. Completely exposed to the Sun’s radiation, the thermosphere has only a tiny fraction of the gases that are in the atmosphere. Although it is very thin, there is still enough “air”, mostly oxygen, in this layer to capture the Sun’s heat. Temperatures in the thermosphere soar from about -135°F(-93°C) at an altitude of 55 miles (89 kilometers) to over 2,700°F (1,500°C) in the thermopause, the upper area of the thermosphere. Finally, comes the ultimate layer, the exosphere, which begins at the thermopause and eventually merges with the solar wind. Composed mostly of helium and hydrogen, it reaches out for approximately 625 miles (1,000 kilometers) from the surface to Earth, gradually diminishing until the end of the atmosphere has been reached. The exosphere has so little air that satellites and spacecraft orbiting Earth in the region encounter almost no resistance, and the atoms and molecules of the air here travel so fast that they overcome the force of Earth’s gravity and escape into space. The bad news is that Earth is slowly losing its atmosphere. The good news, however, is that this process will take billions of years. Welcome
satellite reaches there, it crumbles to dust. However, wherever you go, there is no place where the layer of air goes cross that of gas. It is a high level of harmony done by God. Human beings cannot know it.

11. Meteor and Gravitation

A meteor was made lest it is influenced by gravitation. Thus, when a conspicuous figure dies, the time when his star falls on the surface of the earth is the same as the time when he/she dies. When God created the universe, his/her star was larger than the earth. But while it is falling toward the earth, it continues to be burned and exactly falls on the surface of the earth when he/she dies. Now stars of all living human beings are falling toward the earth but these stars are not influenced by gravitation and fall on the earth avoiding numberless stars. A meteor is not a broken and split star.

If meteors are affected by universal gravitation as scientists argue, stars whose size is larger tens of millions times than the earth can collide with other stars. In that case, universal gravitation loses its balance and all other stars collide with each other. If scientists assert that the pulling power of each star keeps the balance of the universe, the above disastrous collusion situation cannot help occurring. Thus, God is now adjusting the whole situation. It's God's secret.

According to the theory of gravitation, the earth which comes under a smallest kind in the universe must be dragged toward stars which are larger tens of millions times than the earth. But bigger stars are being dragged to fall toward the earth. A human being cannot understand this principle scientifically. It's God's secret.

A meteor is normally bigger 40 million times than the earth when it is created first. But it becomes smaller while it falls burning toward the earth. If it becomes smaller, the falling speed becomes different.

Even in a very minute moment when "one second is divided by 1 billion times multiplication of 1x2"\(^{12}\), its falling speed is often accelerated by 1 km. Nevertheless God calculates such variables and makes a meteor fall on the surface of the earth simultaneously when a human being dies.

If a meteor falls in its original size and collides with the earth, the earth is completely destroyed. As
soon as God created the universe, stars whose size is larger tens of millions times than the earth started to fall toward the earth just like it snows. Nevertheless this universe is keeping its order by God's mysterious power.

12. Earthquake

People don't know the cause of earthquake. The Spirits of God are playing a role of a fireman inside the earth and continuously exploding the inside of the earth. The vibration of explosion can reach the surface of the earth only when enormous explosion occurs. The Spirits of God continue to cause explosion inside the earth and adjust the temperature of the earth surface. Thus, if there is no continual explosion, all living things cannot endure the cold.13

There is a fire mass inside the earth and its shape looks like a cocoon. Thus, the distance between the fire mass and the earth surface is different from location to location. If God wants to heat the location which is further away from the earth surface, God must build a fire by causing earthquake in order to adjust the temperature of that location. When earthquake occurs, the whole earth does not shake but only that place shakes.

Consecutive explosions are now occurring inside the earth but earthquake occurs only in a specific layer. Enormous explosive power is needed to deliver the vibration of explosion to the earth surface. Even a very big explosion can cause just a 0.1 magnitude vibration on the surface of the earth. A certain layer of rock looks like mud. It is sticky and not crushed easily. Vibration is also not delivered well and you cannot easily penetrate the layer with a rock drill. So heating the earth is difficult.

A magnitude 9 earthquake can destroy a city. God sometimes intentionally causes such strong earthquake. The reason is that when the sin of human beings at the place where earthquake occurs exceeds its limit, God does harm. Small explosion cannot make the ground shake. However, a magnitude 9 earthquake such as Tokyo earthquake can destroy a city. When the level of obscenity exceeds its limit, God does harm like destroying Sodom and Gomorrah. God normally destroys a big city when the level of obscenity exceeds its limit. The earthquake of a city in China was such case.

As mentioned in Revelation 6:12, in the situation where a great earthquake occurs and the sun becomes black, people are much more afraid of God's angry looks than the explosion of the whole

13Earthquake is a phenomenon occurring when land masses go across. If you make land masses go across, you need an enormous power and the power must come about inside the earth. Where and how does the power come about? (Supra Note 19, at p.37)
Earth and say "Mountains! Please cover me lest I see God's looks". Nobody can survive the miserable situation.

Earthquake at the time of the Last Judgment is not a normal earthquake. It is a big earthquake which did not exist since history of mankind. Mountains explode and the earth explodes. The whole mountain is melted and lava flies over the sky. When human beings do not abide by the Words of God, God does so.

There are 20 thousands of methods for God to judge the world. Instead of a very big earthquake, God can annihilate mankind with a sulfur fire which is the worst case. The kind of nuclei which God created is more than 10 million. God controls them scattered in the atmosphere to make fire rain. A streak of fire rain has a very strong heat. Once a human being is hit by one streak of fire rain, it makes a hole in his/her body.

13. Aliens

The size of the universe of a devil is a third of the universe of the Paradise. It is enormous. Each devil respectively has his own big star which is larger 8 to 90 million times than the earth in the other universe which is outside the universe of the earth. Devils having the same looks live in the same star. The number of a king devil of king devils is endless. Devils which all kinds of a devil produce can enter into the body of a human being. It is God's deep secret. A king devil of king devils does not know the kind of devils in human body but God kills them distinguishing their kind one by one. The universe of devils is broad to the extent that a king devil of king devils does not know how many kinds of devils there are. God used to bring devils to the earth but they had never hurt in an accident such as collision. They don't get injured and burned. A devil consists of a 100% devil spirit and has a structure of long life or eternal life. Devils do not get hurt and does not eat boiled or fried or roasted things. They eat raw fruit. They are very fast even if they don't ride a flying dish. Even if a nuclear weapon falls, they are faster than nuclear storm. So it is difficult to handle them. [Words of God Dated May 15, 1982]

They look like an octopus head. They don't walk on their foot. They fly around and are very quick. The number of kings in the devil world is endless. As you know, there are 164 kings even in this small earth. If we assume that there is just one king in our earth, as devils' star is larger 90 million times than the earth, there should be 90 million kings in that star. Thus, if there were 164 kings in the earth, the number of kings in a devil's star should be "90 million x 164". In addition to that, the number of
devils' star is endless. So the number of king devils is also endless. A part of these king devils are now moving on this earth. [Words of God Dated June 19, 1982]

"A devil human being" made a flying dish. The most fashionably life of human beings here on the earth is like living at the underground cave of the devil world. They live very fashionably because their wisdom is highly developed. They can come to the earth within one month from their universe riding a flying dish. A human being's wisdom cannot be compared to their one. They are almost close to a god. Thus, their king is excellent and a king devil of king devils who governs all king devils has an extraordinary brain. However, when God sees, the king devil is too stupid. But human beings are not qualified to say so. Only God can say so. [Words of God Dated June 19, 1982]

A human being took his courage to make a satellite looking at a flying dish. As a flying dish moves in an endless magnification of light speed, a satellite can never follow it. A satellite is just like a toy to a devil. Their brain is excellent to such extent. However, God can circulate both the universe of the earth and the universe of devils in an endless number for one second. Thus, devils cannot attack God. If a human being's wisdom had continued to develop for 0.1 billion years, it would be great now. The history of human beings made by a devil is not disconnected until now and thus their wisdom is highly developed. A flying dish is very fast. A devil human being made it. It can fly to the end of the universe in a moment. A flying dish does move without fuel. Their brain cannot be compared to a human being’s brain. The universe of devils was created an endless long time ago before this universe was created. Their culture never went backward. As their wisdom continued to grow up for an endless period, devil human beings have such high level of brain now. God’s Spirits are also in each devil human being, three Spirits per each devil human being. I used to bring a flying dish to the earth. The kind of flying dishes which came to the earth is endless. So, all is different. Flying dishes also came to Korea in the past but it was not announced. They came to Korea several times. It showed up to rural persons but they did not disclose what they saw muttering "If I disclose it, the police would take me to the station?" There are many such persons all over the world. Do you understand what I say? Because I am following devil human beings, I know everything concerning them. A devil human being looks like an octopus head and its kind is endless. I have brought flying dishes to the earth for 3 trillion years. A flying dish is very fast. Its speed cannot be compared to a satellite’s speed. That is, the magnification of their speed cannot be discussed. A devil human being made it. A devil human being’s brain cannot be compared to the brain of a human being on the earth. The reason is that the culture on the earth does not last. It stops every 4,500 to 5,000 years and starts again in the primitive state. On the other hand, the culture of devils has lasted. Do you understand the difference now? Who knows that? Only God knows it since He sees all. [Words of God Dated June 5, 1982]
Although numberless flying dishes came to the earth, if I didn’t force them to crash, even one flying dish does not crash. I crashed flying dishes and left aliens’ bone here in order to prove their existence to believers. If I had not killed them, even if I say that there is another universe of devils outside of the universe of the earth, believers don’t trust what I say. If I had not left aliens’ bones, all persons and even my believers don’t try to trust what I say. But as I killed aliens and left their bones, people can trust what I say. Human beings cannot kill aliens as they don’t get hurt. This is the first evidence that aliens exist. [Words of God Dated May 15, 1982]

In order to prove to my believers that flying dishes exist, I made flying dishes move slowly for people to see them from tens of years ago. I killed aliens and left their bones in the 1940s after the World War II. [Words of God Dated June 19, 1982]

A devil human being does not know the Japanese language and Japanese persons do not know a devil human being’s language. Thus they cannot communicate each other. But I controlled a devil human being’s brain and had him say the Japanese language. So a devil human being could talk to a Japanese person. Did you see it in the newspaper? The newspaper just reported that a Japanese person had conversation with an alien. But I know what the alien said. The alien said to a Japanese person “We make friends with Japan”. This is the second evidence that aliens exist. [Words of God Dated May 15, 1982]

God killed numberless devils in their universe but didn't kill devils who are above a level of a king devil. Thus they came to the earth. When you go to the Paradise, if you want it, I can show you like a school trip that devils were scattered dead. They lived fashionably but died. Their universe is full of stars which are larger 90 million times than the earth. You can see their corpses and circumstances. The fight between gods results in ruin. Their universe was created an endless long time ago before this earth was created and they were killed after they reached their uppermost limit. [Words of God Dated April 24, 1982]

There are numberless stars in this universe. The earth comes under a smallest size and God resides there. Then, why did God make the earth so small? God's profound will is therein. God made a Judgment against all human beings on the earth every 4,500 year on average so that a human being's wisdom does not understand God's profound will. Devils made their universe and their human beings. Whenever I made a Judgment against human beings on the earth, I also destroyed devils' universe one by one. But even My one hair didn't get hurt in doing so. That is, when I made a Judgment one million times, I also destroyed one million universes of devils one by one. The last remaining devil is the
wisest and strongest one. The devil lives in the very broad universe. The devil owns all human beings created by God. A devil produces only one kind of devil. But all kinds of devils enter into human beings. Thus, human beings are similar to a shelter of devils. God's profound will is therein. [Words of God Dated June 19, 1982]

IV. Conclusion

Physicists often make superficial assertions because they exactly don’t understand the operation mechanism of the universe. Nevertheless they request their followers to believe their assertions through education process. If there is no God’s Words, their assertions could be accepted by people because nobody can know the exact operation mechanism of the universe.

However, if you compare God’s Words with scientists’ assertion, you can easily understand that scientists’ assertion is not persuasive and logical.

Therefore, scientists should immediately change their wrong study approach and make great efforts in protecting mankind according to God’s Words. In that case, God will allow them necessary wisdom.

[THE END]